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AUTO INDUSTRY 
FACING SUPPLY 
BOTTLENECKS

The strong recovery expected in 2021 following a  
significant coronavirus-related fall-off in global vehicle 
production in 2020 failed to materialize due to a short-
age of semiconductors. Wire harness manufacturers 
nevertheless continued to invest in automation solutions 
in readiness to handle trends such as autonomous driv-
ing and e-mobility with state-of-the-art technologies.

According to IHS Markit analyses, some 75 million cars and light commercial vehicles were manufac-
tured worldwide in 2021. This puts the production volume at the level of 2020, a year substantially 
dominated by the coronavirus pandemic. In 2020, as countless automotive plants were closed in the 
wake of the coronavirus crisis, around 14 million fewer vehicles were produced than in 2019. The ana-
lysts at IHS Markit expected the automotive industry to recover from this slump in 2021 and in January 
2021 predicted a production volume of 84 million vehicles for the year as a whole. Demand for new 
vehicles picked up considerably in 2021. That said, a shortage of semiconductors left car manufactur-
ers unable to produce numerous vehicles on order, causing the production volume to stagnate at the 
2020 level.

Global shortage of semiconductors
Innumerable industrial companies across the globe were preoccupied with a shortage of semiconduc-
tors in 2021. The impact was especially pronounced in the automotive industry: production lines were 
halted, plants closed temporarily, and employees put on short-time working. New cars could either not 
be delivered at all or some buyers had to do without specific driver assistance systems in new vehicles. 

Even prior to 2020, bottlenecks facing raw material suppliers and geopolitical tensions between 
China and the USA led to a fraught situation in the semiconductor market. The coronavirus pandemic 
threw the chip market into disarray, and the semiconductor shortage grew worse. With vehicle manu-
facturers forced to shut down production for weeks in 2020 as mentioned, they reduced or sometimes 
cancelled orders for semiconductors. At the same time, manufacturers of communication and consumer 
electronics were demanding significantly more chips as sales of their products shot up. When auto 
sales improved again in the second half of 2020 and car manufacturers needed more semiconductors, 
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the cancelled production capacity was no longer available to them. It continues to be absorbed by 
manufacturers of smartphones, tablets, laptops, game consoles, etc. The automotive industry has since 
been faced with supply bottlenecks that could well last a while, as global demand for semiconductors 
is still higher than production capacity. It is likely to be one more year at least before this capacity has 
increased sufficiently. 

No quick fix for supply chain problems
The automotive industry is not only facing a shortage of semiconductors, but is generally up against 
major supply chain problems, including a lack of components. This is due partly to congested ports, 
which in turn means slower turnaround rates for ships, containers, and other means of transport along 
with longer transit times and mounting logistics costs. IHS Markit analysts are working on the premise 
that there is no quick fix for the supply chain problems and that this could lead to a change in supply 
chain management within the automotive industry. In other words, vehicle manufacturers will have to 
move away from sticking rigidly to just-in-time manufacturing and instead be able to build up stocks of 
various components. This option would prove less costly than further production stoppages. 

Supply chain difficulties also represented a substantial challenge for the Komax Group in 2021, 
prompting isolated supply hold-ups. In general, though, Komax tackled these problems very effectively 
and was for the most part able to provide the accustomed level of reliability on deliveries. Komax expects 
supply chains to continue posing a significant challenge in 2022 as well and is ready to direct considerable 
efforts at avoiding delivery delays as effectively as possible.

Further shift to Asia
Compared with 2020, the number of vehicles produced in the individual regions changed only very little 
in 2021. In Europe, 15.7 million vehicles were produced, representing a decrease of 0.9 million vehicles, 
or 5.4%. The opposite trend was seen in Asia, where 41.8 million vehicles were produced, i.e., 0.8 mil-
lion, or 2.0%, more than in 2020. Production volume changed only minimally in North America (–0.5%), 
with South America registering a sizeable jump (+13.1%). 

China remains by far the world’s biggest automotive producer. In the year under review, 23.6 million 
vehicles were manufactured in China, corresponding to over 31% of global vehicle production. In other 
Asian countries, a further 18.2 million vehicles were produced, which means that a total of some 56% of 
vehicle production took place in Asia. That is one percentage point more than in 2020. Vehicle production 
has thus continued to shift to Asia since 2019, when 52% of all cars and light commercial vehicles were 
manufactured there.

Increase in production volumes in all regions
Analysts at IHS Markit are predicting a marked global increase in production volumes in 2022, with over 
80 million vehicles coming off the production lines again after a delay of one year. They are forecasting 
a total of 83 million produced vehicles, representing a plus of over 10% versus 2021. IHS Markit is ex-
pecting production figures to go up in all regions, with Europe in particular gaining ground. Given that 
production volumes in Europe declined for two years in succession, IHS Markit is projecting an increase 
of 18.6%, or 2.9 million vehicles, in 2022. IHS Markit is also expecting vigorous growth in the Americas 
– by 17.0% or 2.2 million vehicles in North America and by 13.6% or 0.3 million vehicles in South America. 
Analysts are predicting that the lowest increase will be in Asia (+5.3%), since the decline there in 2020 
was less significant than in other regions and production volumes had been ratcheted up again as early 
as 2021.
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Despite the expected recovery in 2022, considerably fewer vehicles will be produced than in 2018 and 
2019, as the chart shows. The pre-coronavirus level is unlikely to be reached before 2023. A further 
upturn in the automotive market is expected after this date, with production volumes probably coming 
close to the 100 million mark in 2025. Around 25 million more vehicles will be produced in 2025 com-
pared to 2021. Accordingly, IHS Markit is expecting an average annual growth rate of over 7% in the 
next four years. In January 2021, IHS Markit was somewhat more cautious with regard to expected 
production volumes in 2024 and 2025.

Automotive industry in a state of flux
Independently of the coronavirus pandemic and supply bottlenecks, the automotive industry is in a 
state of flux. Issues such as e-mobility, digitalization, and autonomous driving play a key role, necessi-
tating very sizeable investments from automotive manufacturers. While it is exciting for motorists to 
follow this trend, many are left unsure as to the consequences. A great many consumers are presently 
uncertain about which drive technology to opt for when buying a new vehicle and whether the time is 
ripe to switch to a newer technology. The selection is large, and automotive groups have announced a 
lot of new models for the years ahead. In addition to gasoline- and diesel-powered vehicles, there are 
alternatives such as electric, hybrid, plug-in hybrid, natural gas, and fuel cell vehicles. The choice is wide, 
and automotive groups have communicated ambitious multi-billion plans above all in the e-mobility 
sector, announcing a number of new e-vehicles for the coming years.

This is in line with national plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, a prerequisite for achieving 
the targets of initiatives such as the Paris Agreement on climate change and the European Green Deal 
launched by the European Commission. For instance, Denmark, the UK, Ireland, Israel, the Netherlands, 
Slovenia, and Sweden declared their intentions to ban the sale of new gasoline- and diesel-powered 
vehicles with effect from 2030. The state of California, the largest auto market in the US, is planning a 
ban effective 2035. Pressing ahead fastest, however, is Norway, which plans to adopt a ban on sales of 
new cars with combustion engines in 2025. In 2021, 65% of all new cars sold in Norway were electric; 
in 2020 the figure was 54%. However, it is not only countries that are imposing bans; some cities are 
too. For instance, Paris will be enforcing a total diesel ban effective 2024. From 2030, gasoline-powered 
vehicles will no longer be allowed in the French capital either.

Number of passenger cars and light commercial vehicles produced 
in millions
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Komax supports an accelerated shift towards e-mobility
The coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the shift to e-mobility, since in Europe, in particular, several 
countries have increased buyer’s premiums for electric vehicles. In addition, an increasing number of 
auto manufacturers have named a date for when they plan to produce the last vehicles with combustion 
motors. Volvo, for example, has announced that it will be selling exclusively electric cars as of 2030. Fiat 
will gradually switch its product range to purely electric cars between 2025 and 2030. Volkswagen will 
exit the combustion engine vehicle market between 2033 and 2035, and Audi will stop producing com-
bustion engine vehicles at its plants effective 2035.

Komax is very well positioned to accommodate this transformation and is instrumental in supporting 
it with innovative solutions for the processing of high-voltage cables (see more on page 49). Of the 75 million 
vehicles produced in 2021, “only” around 6 million were electric vehicles, i.e., pure battery electric vehi-
cles (BEVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). However, compared with the previous year, 
when some 3 million electric vehicles were produced, this represents a twofold increase. Since production 
volumes generally have stagnated, the share of electric vehicles has thus risen from 4.6% to 8.4%. The 
mentioned bans plus the plans put in place by auto manufacturers themselves mean that this trend is 
set to continue over the next few years. 

IHS Markit is projecting that about 9 million electric vehicles will be manufactured in 2022, which 
would represent a share of approximately 11% of total vehicle production. Some 22 million electric 
vehicles are expected to be produced in 2025 and about 34 million in 2028, the equivalent of around 
22% and 33%, respectively, of the vehicle production volume. This translates into annual average 
growth in electric vehicles produced of over 25% from 2021 to 2028. The forecasts from IHS Markit for 
trends in electric vehicle volumes have risen sharply within the space of a year. Compared with the 
previous year, IHS Markit has increased its forecast for 2025 by 4 million electric vehicles and for 2028 
by 11 million electric vehicles. From Komax’s perspective this is a promising development that offers an 
opportunity to share in this growth, thanks both to the company’s portfolio of high-voltage cable pro-
cessing solutions and to the fact that new electric vehicle models frequently feature state-of-the-art 
driver assistance systems – as a basis for autonomous driving – as well as infotainment technology. All 
these systems require a large number of special cables, creating additional sales opportunities for Komax.
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Proportion of global vehicle production volume accounted for by electric vehicles
in millions

Source: IHS Markit
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Uptrend after two challenging years
Despite stagnating vehicle production volumes, Komax significantly increased order intake and reve-
nues in 2021. At CHF 482.4 million, order intake was up 39.7%, while revenues climbed by 28.5% to 
CHF 421.1 million. Komax recorded the best-ever result in the company’s history in 2018, with revenues 
of CHF 479.7 million, but this was followed by two years during which the repercussions of the weak-
ening automotive industry made themselves clearly felt. The first six months of 2021 brought the return 
of an uptrend for Komax, and this continued steadily through the second half of the year. At CHF 496.7 
million, order intake was down only some CHF 14 million on the record figure for 2018.

Order intake and revenues
in CHF million
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 Approximately one third of Komax’s revenues hinges on the number of vehicles produced. Given that 
this number fell sharply in 2019 and 2020, this part of revenues recorded a substantial contraction in 
both these years. This was because the majority of wire harness manufacturers had little or no need for 
additional wire processing machines for this volume-based business. They had sufficient capacities to 
process their orders, or even found themselves with excess capacity on their hands. Although production 
volumes remained on par with the previous year in 2021, volume-based business saw a return to 
pre-coronavirus levels in the second half of the year. With customers having held back on investments 
in this area for over two years, a certain amount of catch-up was necessary. But this was not the entire 
picture: the orders received are a clear signal that the automotive industry has bottomed out and cus-
tomers are once again ready to invest so as to be suitably positioned to harness the upswing.

A key role in this will be played by innovative solutions that are linked to trends such as autonomous 
driving and e-mobility and/or that play a role in further increasing the level of automation in wire pro-
cessing. While volume-based business saw a considerable decline in 2019 and 2020, these forward- 
looking solutions registered a good level of demand even in these two challenging years. This continued 
in 2021, making a substantial contribution to the high order intake. Against the backdrop of these trends, 
the need for automation solutions is set to continue to rise in the future too. In addition, increasing wage 
costs, a lack of staff availability, the trend towards wire miniaturization, and the need for traceability in 
the individual process steps for quality assurance purposes are decisive arguments for customers in 
further increasing the degree of automation at their plants (see also “Global megatrends” beginning on 
page 28).
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Robust industrial market segment 
In 2021, the demand for automation solutions increased in not only the automotive industry, but the 
other market segments (see next page) in which Komax operates, too. There is a substantial need for 
automation in the industrial market segment in particular. This was already visible in the two difficult 
years mentioned, when this market segment experienced a drop in revenues that was much less pro-
nounced than for customers in the automotive industry. Industrial customers such as control cabinet 
manufacturers, for instance, are seeking to enhance productivity through increased automation. An 
important factor here is the shortage of qualified employees, as was clearly seen in North America, for 
example, in 2021. 

The aerospace market segment was hardest hit by the coronavirus pandemic. Although the aviation 
industry was unable to make up for the slump it faced in 2020, the situation improved somewhat in 
2021, which translated into more business opportunities for suppliers such as Komax than in the previous 
year. 

Strong growth in revenues in all regions
Revenues recorded a substantial increase in all regions in 2021. Asia saw the biggest increase (37.4%), 
although this region had recorded the smallest drop in revenues (–9.5%) in 2020. The revenues posted 
by Asia in 2021 were down only 3.7% on the record figure for 2018, meaning that this region was quick-
est to bounce back from the impact of the sluggish automotive industry and the pandemic. Overall, 
cumulative revenues for all regions were 12.2% lower than in 2018. Europe has the most potential for 
catch-up, with revenues that were 20.5% lower than in 2018. Together with Africa, Europe was the re-
gion that recorded the smallest contraction in revenues in the year under review. Growth in North/South 
America (22.8%) lagged slightly in the first six months of the year, but accelerated in the second half. 

The breakdown of revenues by currency changed only minimally between 2020 and 2021: while the 
share of revenues in EUR declined slightly from 50.3% to 49.6%, for example, in CNY it rose from 13.1% 
to 14.6%, while the USD figure remained identical to the prior year, at 18.9%. The changes in the key 
currencies and their respective sensitivities are set out on page 110.

Revenues by region 2021 2020 +/– in %

in TCHF

Europe 170 377 136 758 24.6

Asia/Pacific 99 132 72 156 37.4

North/South America 91 032 69 862 30.3

Africa 60 526 48 847 23.9

Total 421 067 327 623 28.5

A percentage breakdown of revenues by region can be found on page 93.
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Market segments

Komax focuses on four market segments. The core business is the automotive market segment, which 
accounts for around 80% of revenues. Komax is continuously strengthening its presence in the  other 
three segments – aerospace, data/telecom, and industrial – and exploiting the synergy potential with the 
core business. All segments benefit from the global service network of the Komax Group and from 
service offerings such as Komax Care (see page 23).

Automotive
The automotive segment is by far the most important market 
segment for Komax. There are a number of reasons for this. In 
no other industry is the volume of wires to be processed so 
large. With a current annual production output of 70 to 90 
million vehicles, each containing on average some 1 600 wires 
with 2 600 crimp contacts (see page 31), the demand for au-
tomation solutions is enormous. This is because the number 
of wires per vehicle is continually rising owing to an increase 
in electrical functions. Although the automotive industry has 
no peer when it comes to the degree of standardization and 
automation in the production process, there is still plenty of 
potential for additional automation steps, as wire harnesses 
are still manufactured by hand to a large extent.

Data/telecom
The transfer of large volumes of data and the permanent net-
working of people have become standard practice in the data/
telecom market segment. The wiring used for these applica-
tions is being increasingly used in vehicles too, as cars be-
come ever more interconnected, with comprehensive informa-
tion systems that will facilitate autonomous driving in  the  
future. Komax can therefore also use the experience gained 
from the data/telecom market segment in the automotive 
segment. 
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Aerospace
Issues such as safety, lightweight construction, and lower 
emissions have been at the forefront of developments in aero-
space for many years. Komax can draw on the experience 
gained in these areas when it comes to its core business too, 
as these themes continue to gain in importance in the auto-
motive industry. Thanks to Toulouse-based Komax Laselec, 
the Komax Group boasts a great deal of aerospace know-
how. There is very little automation of wire processing in the 
aerospace industry. However, since the barriers to entry are 
very high for suppliers, it took several years before Komax 
was able to win initial orders from two notable aerospace 
companies for several large-scale systems towards the end 
of 2017. These were delivered in stages as of 2019, taking the 
automation of wire processing to a level previously unreached 
in the aerospace industry. 

Industrial
The processing of wires for industrial applications such as con-
trol cabinets often involves working with very small batches. 
To ensure that automation is nevertheless a cost-efficient op-
tion for control  cabinet manufacturers, Komax has developed 
specific machines of the Zeta type. These machines manu-
facture all the various wires that are needed automatically, 
ensuring that they are in the right sequence and of the right 
length. This has the effect of reducing manual labor to a min-
imum. Manual processes such as cutting, stripping, marking, 
and sleeve insertion are rendered obsolete. Automation of 
this kind has proven its worth in the area of wire processing in 
the automotive industry for many years, and is now increas-
ingly finding its way into industrial applications. For the pur-
pose of optimizing the available potential for automating con-
trol cabinet construction even more, Komax founded the Smart 
Cabinet Building Initiative together with technology leaders 
Weidmüller, Zuken, and Armbruster Engineering in 2020 (see 
page 21). nVent Hoffman / Steinhauer, another innovative mem-
ber, joined in 2021.
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INVESTMENTS 
IN THE FUTURE
Innovation is a driver of success for Komax. This is why 
it has been channeling above-average investment into 
research and development for years. Trends such as  
autonomous driving, e-mobility, and digitalization offer 
many opportunities. Additional investments are neces-
sary in order to take advantage of these opportunities 
and offer customers further innovative solutions.

Komax strives to use its innovative strength to develop leading products and digital services with which 
its customers can gain competitive advantages. The company has therefore set itself the goal of spend-
ing 8%–9% of Group revenues on research and development (R&D) annually. In 2021, Komax invested 
CHF 41.1 million or 9.8% (2020: 9.1%) in the optimization of existing products and the development of 
new ones. This amount comprises expenditure on internal development services (CHF 36.9 million) and 
the development services of third parties (CHF 4.2 million).

R&D expenditure
in CHF million
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Komax spent CHF 11.3 million more on R&D in 2021 than in 2020 as, due to the coronavirus pandemic, 
many employees went onto short-time working and the personnel costs that accounted for the majority 
of R&D expenditure thus fell sharply in 2020. 

Since 2017, Komax has spent CHF 190.2 million on R&D, securing a leading position from which to 
further drive forward the automation of wire processing and actively shape the transition underway in 
the automotive industry. For Komax this represents a form of decisive investment in an opportunity to 
leverage additional unique selling propositions and to secure the company’s future. Due to the corona-
virus pandemic, Komax had to scale back its innovative efforts in 2020 and delay certain development 
projects, but the company was nonetheless able to drive forward various innovations, some of which 
were then launched in 2021 (see pages 22 and 23). Over the next few years as well, Komax will thus be 
presenting its customers with new solutions designed to give them additional competitive advantages. 

More than 440 staff employed in R&D and engineering
As at 31 December 2021, the Komax Group employed a total of 222 staff (2020: 264 employees) in the 
research and development area. The majority of these staff (134 employees) work in Switzerland, which 
is why the lion’s share of R&D expenditure is incurred there. In addition, Komax has development units 
in Belgium, China, Germany, France, Japan, Singapore, Hungary, and the US. The Group’s innovative 
strength is further bolstered by 220 engineers (2020: 178 engineers), who make an important contribution 
through the development of customer-specific applications. The personnel costs of these engineering 
employees are not included in research and development expenditure if the staff in question have worked 
directly on customer projects.

Wire harness production of the future
The technological transformation of the automotive industry not only means substantial investments 
for automotive companies, it also poses a challenge for suppliers, since they need to develop solutions 
to meet new customer requirements. Issues such as e-mobility, autonomous driving, and digitalization 
will shape the automotive industry for years to come. Wheels are already being set in motion that will 
have long-term technological implications. Komax aims to play an active part in shaping this develop-
ment and is therefore working together with leading companies in the automotive industry. 

One such joint project on which Komax is actively helping shape technological change is underway 
at the University of Stuttgart’s ARENA2036 research campus. ARENA stands for Active Research Envi-
ronment for the Next Generation of Automobiles, and the year 2036 marks the 150th anniversary of the 
motor car. ARENA2036 brings science and business together to conduct interdisciplinary research into 
mobility and automotive production of the future. Collaborating in mixed project groups across com-
pany and institute borders facilitates a transfer of expertise. The main focus is on disruptive approaches 
and springboard innovations. “What does the car of the future look like?” and “How do production 
processes need to be adapted?” are among the key questions. 

An important topic at ARENA2036 is the wire harness, which as one of the most sophisticated, ex-
pensive, and complex individual components has assumed increasingly greater significance for the 
automotive industry – especially in the context of megatrends such as e-mobility and autonomous 
driving. Komax is therefore strongly committed to the ARENA2036 project “Innovation initiative wire 
harness,” part of which involves drawing up design guidelines for wire harnesses to be published as a 
DIN standard in the course of 2022. These will specify how automotive manufacturers are to design wire 
harnesses to ensure they can be assembled efficiently and reliably thanks to a high degree of automa-
tion. The number of different components, the complexity of the manufacturing processes, and the 
actual structure of the wire harness all play a major role. Komax possesses a great deal of experience 
and know-how in this area and is cooperating under ARENA2036 with leading automotive manufactur-
ers and suppliers such as Aptiv, BMW, Bosch, Daimler, Dräxlmaier, Kromberg & Schubert, Kuka, Nexans, 
Rosenberger, Siemens, TE Connectivity, and Yazaki.
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SMART FACTORY by KOMAX

A large number of products are becoming increasingly more intelligent and electrically complex. Komax’s 
customers are involved in these trends and supply key components, so they have to overcome huge 
challenges: despite the increasing complexity, they have to deliver sustained high quality while keeping 
costs as low as possible. To make this possible, Komax provides its customers with SMART FACTORY 
by KOMAX, which encompasses products and solutions that substantially reduce quality costs and 
significantly increase wire processing productivity. In specific terms, this means demonstrably fewer 
faults and greater efficiency, even in complex production tasks. In this way, Komax – together with its 
customers – is providing consumers with intelligent products that are not only continuously improving, 
but also operate reliably and are affordable.
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Komax offers its customers 
products and solutions that 
significantly increase the  
quality and productivity of  
wire processing.

Intuitive, automated, self-adjusting, and connected
If operating Komax machines is intuitive, human error can be largely eliminated because the system 
specifies the settings and the correct operating procedure. This minimizes not only the operator’s influ-
ence and scope for decision-making, but also the need for customer training. The products are also 
automated to such an extent that they can instigate and complete increasing numbers of tasks them-
selves. Once they are started up, significantly fewer human-led intermediate steps are needed. This 
applies not only to material flows but also to data exchanges. 

Smart factory solutions are integrated into a network, with all the stages of production being linked 
to each other. Connectivity standards and the use of cloud technology enable full transparency and 
make it possible to achieve fact-based increases in productivity and quality. Komax is working towards 
enabling its systems to adjust themselves, thereby autonomously controlling the production process. 
This could be the case for simple process and monitoring tasks, but may also extend as far as optimiz-
ing entire production processes. And this could even conceivably take place across different plants. 
Customers would be able to reduce bottlenecks, downtimes, scrap, and rejects. At the same time, 
smart factory solutions can systematically track and register any number of production stages so they 
can be traced back if problems occur with deliveries.
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Smart factory solutions
Komax has been developing intelligent products for years, well before the existence of terms such as 
Industry 4.0, Smart Factory, and Industry 2025. SMART FACTORY by KOMAX is therefore the contin-
uation of a long tradition. It is helping Komax to continue fulfilling its role as a pioneer and technology 
leader, thereby enabling its customers to benefit from an additional competitive edge. Over the past 
few years, Komax has already launched numerous smart factory solutions onto the market, among the 
latest of which is the Q1250 quality tool – the digital eye. With its intelligent image analysis, the Q1250 
module monitors crimp quality completely automatically, thereby eliminating the need for laborious 
visual checks by the machine operator.

New Alpha generation – a ground-breaking development
Another good example of the innovative technology emerging from the SMART FACTORY by KOMAX is 
the new generation of Alpha machines first unveiled towards the end of 2021. The core element of these 
crimp-to-crimp machines is a ground-breaking innovation: a fully automatic tooling and crimp change 
system that offers a highly efficient Plug & Produce concept. This technology is the result of a joint de-
velopment project by Komax and TE Connectivity spanning many years. The crimp cassette system 
developed for this innovation combines the terminal reel and crimping die. The relevant data for produc-
tion is elaborated and stored centrally, which facilitates clear identification of the processed wires. 

In an era where personnel costs are continuously rising and a shortage of specialists is becoming 
increasingly apparent, Komax customers can secure a crucial advantage with the new Alpha genera-
tion: thanks to the intelligent, fully automatic tool changeover system, a change of material lasts less 
than a minute, whereas this process can currently take up to 15 minutes. The tool changeover is com-
pletely automatic and guarantees the ultimate in precision and process accuracy. The influence of op-
erators on the quality of the wires to be processed is greatly minimized with this technology, as the 
newly developed system selects the settings itself and thereby prevents incorrect handling. Thanks to 
an exchange crimp cassette that can be docked onto any Alpha machine of the new generation, exactly 
the same crimping results can be guaranteed here too. A comprehensive field test at the production site 
of customer Kromberg & Schubert under series-production conditions over many months highlighted the 
enormous potential of this revolutionary innovation: production output per shift increased by up to 50%. 
During this time, more than 20 000 tool changes were implemented. No deviations from key quality criteria 
such as crimp height and pull force were identified, nor were there any visual control deviations. The first 
machine type of the new Alpha generation with this new technology as its core element will now be 
prepared for serial production with the first customers. 

ANNUAL REPORT 2021
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The new generation of 
Alpha machines takes 

quality and productivity to 
a new level.
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Industry 4.0: interconnectedness thanks to a uniform language
Digitalization is a key theme for Komax, which is why it collaborates with a number of other leading 
companies in this area. It is a member of the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance, founded in 2019 by companies 
in the mechanical engineering, factory automation, and IT industries. The Alliance’s goal is to ensure 
that up to 80% of machines in a smart factory can communicate with each other. This means that all the 
networked units in a factory’s value chain – from the production systems and the intralogistics to the IoT 
cloud – must speak a uniform language. To this end, the Alliance does not itself develop standards, but 
draws up a framework based on existing norms, standards, and protocols (e.g., OPC UA, IO-Link, RAMI 
4.0), thanks to which the units are intercompatible. Komax brings to the network its core technical com-
petencies from the mechan ical engineering sector. This Alliance gives Komax an opportunity to actively 
play a part in shaping Industry 4.0 and thus ensure the optimum interconnectedness of newly devel-
oped Komax solutions. The Alliance has grown continually since its founding and now numbers some 
70 members, including companies such as Beckhoff, Endress+Hauser, Fujitsu, Kuka, Samson, SAP, 
and TeamViewer. 

Single Pair Ethernet enables IIoT and Industry 4.0
A key technology in connection with data transmission in vehicles and therefore also autonomous driv-
ing is Single Pair Ethernet (SPE). Accordingly, at the start of 2022 Komax signed up to two Single Pair 
Ethernet associations, to which numerous leading companies already belong. Single Pair Ethernet is the 
infrastructure basis that facilitates the IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) and Industry 4.0. 

The SPE Industrial Partner Network is a network of companies participating on an equal footing 
whose aim is to promote Single Pair Ethernet technology as the basis for rapid and successful growth 
of the IIoT. Its members include companies such as Hirose Electric, Hirschmann, Leoni, Nexans, and TE 
Connectivity. 

The Single Pair Ethernet System Alliance sees companies from various business areas joining forces 
to establish Single Pair Ethernet solutions in as many markets and applications as possible, while at 
same time creating a uniform market standard. Its members – which include dormakaba, Phoenix Con-
tact, Rosenberger, Shenzhen Signal Electronics, and Weidmüller – have the shared goal of promoting 
Single Pair Ethernet technology for the IIoT as well as for all other relevant application areas.
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Smart Cabinet Building Initiative – combination of technology and expertise
There is a lot of automation potential available not just in the automotive industry, but for instance in 
control cabinet construction as well. To be able to lock into this potential to maximum effect, Komax 
and three leading technology companies – Armbruster Engineering, Weidmüller, and Zuken – launched 
the Smart Cabinet Building Initiative in 2020. nVent Hoffman / Steinhauer, another innovative member, 
joined in 2021. The objective behind smart cabinet building is to combine technology and expertise to 
provide holistic solutions across all process steps for present and future challenges facing the control 
cabinet construction sector. The four partners cover everything – from the selection of components 
through the prefabrication of wire harnesses, operating equipment, and housings to assisted final as-
sembly and pre-commissioning testing.

Weidmüller boasts considerable expertise in the automatic assembly and labeling of terminal strips as 
well as in manual activities. Zuken has unparalleled experience in the field of digital development data 
as needed for fully automatic wire assembly on Komax machines. nVent Hoffman / Steinhauer specializes 
in automation solutions for housing modification. And with its many years of know-how in assisted as-
sembly, Armbruster Engineering rounds out the Initiative team. 

In order for the individual process steps to be interconnected, a full digital description of the control 
cabinet and its components is crucial. The so-called digital twin was created for this purpose. It is used 
to control the various process steps and allows key optimization potential to be fully leveraged. The 
systematic collaboration that characterizes the Smart Cabinet Building Initiative means the digital twin 
can be deployed to maximum effect. This in turn will enable Komax and its partners to increase auto-
mation and efficiency levels in the control cabinet construction sector going forward.

The areas of expertise 
of the five partners 

complement each other 
to perfect effect. They 

cover all the process 
steps in control cabinet 

construction.
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Thanks to its targeted investment in research and development, Komax succeeds in bringing a variety 
of new products, product enhancements, and services to market every year. 2021 was no different in 
this regard. Komax was able to demonstrate its technology leadership impressively, setting new stand-
ards with numerous market launches. Here is a selection.

New products and services

Artos CS-370
The powerful Artos CS-370 is designed for the processing 
of heavy cables such as high-voltage cables. It cuts and 
strips heavy cables with a diameter of up to 35 mm precisely 
and quickly. All components are very robust and guarantee 
a long machine service life – with consistently high quality 
and precise processing. Even short cables from a length of 
50 mm can be cut and stripped. Special applications offer a 
wide range of processing options for multilayer and shielded 
cables. Cable slitting and inkjet marking is facilitated thanks 
to retrofit options.

Kappa 340
The versatile Kappa 340 is ideally equipped for all the chal-
lenges of modern wire processing, both now and in the fu-
ture: It has a standard powerful dual cutting head combined 
with a rotary incision unit. Together with its high-torque belt 
drive, it handles complex processing sequences quickly and 
efficiently. The Kappa 340 is designed for cutting to length 
and stripping shielded multicore, battery, sensor, flat ribbon, 
and high-voltage cables with an outer diameter of up to 16 mm 
and a cross-section of up to 70 mm². A two-stage length 
measuring system ensures precise wire processing even in 
the most difficult processing situations.  
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ILC Bench Top
ILC Bench Top is the latest generation of high-performance laser 
stripping machines for critical applications with complex wires 
that are not perfectly round, as well as stranded wires. It guaran-
tees perfect cutting results with numerous wire types, without any 
risk of the shielding or conductor being damaged. This is made 
possible by its rotary laser design, which facilitates the ultimate in 
precision and consistently high quality. Operating ILC Bench Top 
units is safe and straightforward: Simply select the stripping pro-
gram manually or scan a bar code and insert the wire. The strip-
ping process starts fully automatically. 

Komax Care
Komax has a broad-based service offering consisting of ad-
vice, installation, training, maintenance, repair and renewal, 
and the expansion of customer systems. Building on this, with 
Komax Care, Komax has created an international service 
agreement concept that helps its customers to achieve the 
very best in respect of productivity, availability, and quality 
with their machine investments. Komax Care allows individual 
service packages to be put together that are optimally tai-
lored to customers’ needs. The underlying packages – Basic, 
Remote, Maintain, and Optimize – contain the traditional 
technical as well as innovative digital services, and can be 
expanded with various options that give Komax customers 
added value throughout the entire life cycle of their systems.

Delta 220, 240, and 260
The Delta 220, 240, and 260 programmable semi-automatic 
crimping machines enable efficient and precise stripping, 
seal placement, and crimping in a single process that in-
cludes integrated crimp force monitoring. They are de-
signed for applications with high demands in terms of pro-
cessing quality and quality verification. Crimping machines 
are used for processing small batch sizes and special or-
ders, multi-conductor cables, and pre-assembled wires 
with connectors and components that are not suitable for 
automatic wire draw-in. The Delta 220 standard model 
comes without a stripping unit, and the crimp height is ad-
justed manually. The Delta 260 is based on the Delta 240 
but includes a seal module.


